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Abstract Credit and debit cards are becoming the primary payment method
for purchases. These payments are normally performed in merchant’s in-store
systems as known as Point-of-Sale (POS) systems. Since these systems han-
dle payment card data while processing the customer transactions, they are
becoming a primary target for cybercriminals. These data, when remain at
memory, are scraped and exfiltrated by specially crafted malicious software
named POS RAM scraping malware. In recent years, large data breaches oc-
curred in well-known US retail companies were caused by this kind of malware.
In this paper, we study the features of these malware based on their behav-
ior on different stages: infection and persistence, process and data of interest
search, and exfiltration. Then, we classify samples of 22 known POS RAM
scraping malware families from 2009 to 2015 according to these features. Our
findings show these malware are still immature and use well-defined behav-
ioral patterns for data acquirement and exfiltration, which may make their
malicious activity easily detectable by process and network monitoring tools.
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1 Introduction

Financial services are considered a critical infrastructure sector since provides
essential services to our society [12]. This sector faces a wide range of po-
tential risks that may disrupt its normal operation. Unlike other critical in-
frastructures that may suffer outages by unintended events, financial services
are mainly targeted by intended attacks. The number and sophistication of
cyberattacks that target to this sector demonstrate an increasing interest of
cybercriminals [19, 58].

In fact, credit (and debit) card data are extremely sought-after items in the
underground market. As reported by Symantec, the cost of US single credit
card data ranges between $1.50 to $5 (fortunately discounts may apply when
buying in bulk), while EU card data cost $5 to $8 [52]. This difference is
mainly based on the wide spread availability of stolen US cards. Note that
we just refer to minimum card data needed to complete a payment (that is,
credit card number, expiry date, and the name of the cardholder). When card
details incorporate extra information (known as fullz card in the underground
market), such as date of birth, security password, or other data that facilitate
identity theft, sell prices may increase up to $20 (for US cards). Of course,
these prices also increase depending on the card type (i.e., gold, platinum, or
business).

Personal card details are usually retrieved from point-of-sale (POS) de-
vices, i.e., in-store systems used for customers to pay merchants for goods or
services, among other transactions [3]. A recent summary of publicly known cy-
berattacks occurred on US companies during 2014 reported that 36% of them
were related to stolen credit card customer information, mostly occurred at
retailers or restaurants [58].

Malicious software (malware) are specially crafted software that aim at
gaining access to computer systems with malicious intentions. Connected POS
systems, as any computer system, can be targeted by malware specially de-
signed to seek credit card data that may reside at different location within
the system. These systems are becoming a recent target of cybercriminals,
as numerous security vendors reported [52, 53, 54]. These attacks span from
skimming terminals to network sniffers [45, 50]. Hence, data leakages as result
of attacks become a common method to obtain personal card details [56].

To date, one of the largest known POS breach occurred at The TXJ Compa-
nies, Inc., at 2008 [20]: a weak encryption scheme used in the wireless network
of some stores was successfully exploited to gain access to the internal network.
From there, hackers obtained access to company servers that stored customer
card details. It is estimated more than 40 million of credit-card records were
actually stolen. In 2010, Albert Gonzalez was found guilty and sentenced to
20 years in prison for committing these felonies [63].

Network sniffers were used in that case to analyze the network communica-
tion and find out the vulnerability. In the past, network sniffers were the major
threat of POS systems. However, nowadays they were relegated by RAM scrap-
ing malware [8]. These crafted malware aim at collecting the processes on exe-
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cution within a system, and then scanning their allocated memory to look for
patterns that match personal card details. This kind of malware have evolved
so much that security vendors even offer ad-hoc software solutions [26, 52].

In particular, biggest data leakages occurred at 2013 and 2014 were caused
by POS RAM scraping malware [52]. BlackPOS malware was behind data
breach occurred at Target in 2013, which exposed 40 million of customer’s
credit and debit card information in only three weeks. Few months later (in
Sept 2014), U.S. retailer Home Depot announced 56 million of payment card
data may have been compromised in a five-month attack caused by a variant
of BlackPOS, known as FrameworkPOS.

In this paper, we analyze the features of this kind of malware and classify
a (non-exhaustive) set of samples of POS RAM scraping malware identified
by numerous security vendors [11, 25, 52] regarding these features. We then
discuss the evolution of POS RAM scraping malware and also categorize them
according to three key aspects: (i) what is their functionality and what type
of persistence is used?; ii) how are the processes searched and what (and how)
data are scrapped?; and (iii) how are the scrapped data exfiltrated from the sys-
tems?. Our results show an evolution in the methods to scrap and exfiltrate
sensitive data, aimed at avoiding common detection mechanisms performed
by intrusion-detection and software anti-virus solutions, but not so mature
as expected. Few families protect their malware samples, and less than a few
follows a different behavioral pattern apart from searching processes on exe-
cution, opening them, and reading its allocated memory. Surprisingly, we only
found two malware families that use anonymous communication as exfiltration
channel.

The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the transaction flow
of a payment card in a POS system and places where sensitive customer data
remain. Then, Section 3 describes data contained in payment cards, regard-
ing different card technologies (namely, magnetic stripe cards, chip cards, and
contactless cards). Features of POS RAM scraping malware are introduced in
Section 4, while categorizations of 22 samples of this kind of malware from
different families, according to the three aforementioned key aspects, are de-
tailed in Section 5. Section 6 provides some background in related works.
Finally, conclusions and future work are drawn in Section 7.

2 Point-Of-Sale Card Transaction Flow

This section introduces the transaction flow of a card payment performed in a
POS system and provides some notes on industry standards regarding security
of payment card architectures.

Figure 1 depicts an abstract view of the transaction flow of a card pay-
ment (with on-line verification) as summarized in [16]. A customer selects a
card for payment and its cardholder data is entered into the merchant’s pay-
ment system through a POS terminal. These data are sent to the acquirer
bank (merchant’s bank) that routes data for processing to the card payment
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Fig. 1 An abstraction of Point-of-Sale card transaction flow (adapted from [16]).

brand (e.g., VISA, MasterCard, or American Express). Finally, the issuer bank
verifies the card is legitimate, not reported as stolen or lost, and whether the
customer’s account has enough funds/credit available to pay for the trans-
action. If so, the issuer bank generates an authorization number and routed
it back to the card brand which forwards it to the acquirer bank. The ac-
quirer bank then forwards it to the merchant which concludes the sale with
the customer, providing her with an acknowledgement (normally in terms of
a receipt).

The payment system architecture can be more elaborated, having specific
payment gateway, payment switches, and payment data centers. The reader is
referred to [20], where several architectures of payment card systems and their
intrinsic security are reviewed in detail.

In these scenarios, there exist four key vulnerabilities regarding where sen-
sitive customer data may be accessed. Three of them are related to where
cardholder data may stay [20]: (i) in memory: data manipulations are carried
out by the payment application when processing an authorization or a set-
tlement, and thus, payment card data remain in memory of the processing
machine; (ii) at rest, when the payment application stores data, either tem-
porarily or for long term, on a disk device; or (iii) in transit, when payment
data are received and sent to and from other application and devices within
the system. The last vulnerability is the application running into the POS sys-
tem or the payment servers that belong to the merchant, before reaching the
acquirer bank: these systems can be compromised (for instance, by an insider
technician), modifying the application code that handle customer’s sensitive
data, or its configuration, to exfiltrate or to change them directly on-the-fly.

In this paper, we focus on malware that target Windows-based POS
systems (they represent the 88% of current POS systems [3]) and look for
payment-related data that stay in memory.

2.1 A Note on Payment Card Industry Standards

Payment Card Industry (PCI) standards regulate the security of electronic
payment systems. These standards apply to different aspects and key players
of the electronic payment ecosystem but with a common goal of improving se-
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curity. In this context, two standards are relevant: PCI Data Security Standard
(PCI DSS), which specifies how sensitive cardholder data must be protected
by the merchants and service providers (acquirer/issuer banks); and Payment
Application Data Security Standard (PA-DSS), which defines software require-
ments to be fulfilled by payment applications in compliance with PCI DSS.

Finally, let us remark that the existence of a POS system in compliance
with PCI DSS and PA-DSS does not imply the system is secure, since all key
vulnerabilities are not fully covered by those PCI requirements. In fact, only
data at rest are significantly protected whether the software vendor uses strong
cryptographic mechanisms [20].

3 Accessing into Credit Card Data

Data stored in modern credit cards are accessed by four different interfaces:
by physical access, by the magnetic stripe, by a chip reader, or by a Near-
Field Communication (NFC) reader. Note that the usability of these interfaces
strongly depend on the bank card issuer, the card manufacturer, and the POS
terminal. For instance, chip cards are not mainstream at the moment in the
US, being physical or magnetic stripe data the most common ways of payment.

3.1 Physical Data

Data provided by physical access to the card are widely known since any
customer paying goods or services on the Internet have used them. Namely,
these data are the following:

– Name: cardholder’s name, limited up to 26 characters long.
– Expiration date: “YY/MM” (year/month) format in the US cards

(“MM/YY” format in the EU cards), it specifies the date up to a card
is valid to perform any transaction.

– Credit Card Number, or Primary Account Number (PAN): defined
in [31], it is a 16 to 19-digit number to uniquely identify the card issuer
and the account number of the cardholder. First six digits define the issuer
identification number (IIN), in which the leading digit defines the major
industry identifier (e.g., airlines, banking and financial, or travel and en-
tertainment, among others). Each card issuer is identified by a unique IIN.
For instance, VISA cards start by 4, MasterCard cards by 51 (or 55), and
American Express cards by 34 (or 37). The next digits define the individual
account number of the cardholder. This number has a length in the range
9 to 12 digits. The final digit is a check digit calculated using a checksum
formula used to validate the PAN.

– Card Verification Value (CVV/CVV2): also known as Card Security
Code or Card Identification Number (depends on the card manufacturer),
this 3 or 4-digit length security number printed normally on the backside
of the card helps to prevent against fraud since it proves the customer has
physical access to the card.
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(b) Track 2

Fig. 2 Diagrams for data contained in magnetic stripe card tracks.

3.2 Magnetic Stripe Cards

Card magnetic stripe, located on the back, is horizontally divided into three
tracks. Track 1 and Track 2 contain similar data but different formatted, both
standardized in ISO/IEC 7813 [29]. On the contrary, Track 3 is often empty
since it is unused by the worldwide networks, and it is standardized in ISO/IEC
4909 [28]. Track 3, also called called THRIFT, was originally intended for
use with Automatic Teller Machines. Namely, it was used in Germany as the
primary source of authorization for debit card processing. In the following, we
only describe Track 1 and Track 2 data in detail since Track 3 is not longer
used.

Figure 2(a) summarizes data contained in Track 1. Track 1 format was
established by the International Air Transport Association and uses an al-
pha encoding of 6 bits of data plus 1 odd parity bit per character. The first
character is the start sentinel (SS) “%”. Then, the next character defines the
format code (FC). Herein, we focus on bank format code identified by “B”
or “b”. Others format code are available, but reserved for proprietary use or
individual card issuers. The next characters compose the PAN. Recall that its
length is up to 19 characters. Then, the character “ˆ” is used as field separator
(FS). The cardholder’s name (CN) follows, from 2 to 26 characters long. When
this field is unused, the content is an space followed by a surname separator
(“/”). Note that MasterCard cards also include right before CN the country
code (CC), adding an extra 3 characters [27]. Expiration date (ED) follows the
American format of 4 digits “YYMM”. Although this field is mandatory for
MasterCard and VISA, an FS appears when is unused. The next 3 digits define
the service code (SC). These digits determine the interchange and technology
(most significant digit), the authorization processing, and range of services
and PIN requirements (least significant digit). For instance, a value 2 in the
last digit means that the card is valid for paying for goods and services only
(i.e., no cash withdrawals allowed). As previous field, this field is mandatory
for MasterCard and VISA and an FS appears when is unused. Discretionary
Data (DD) appear next. These characters are reserved for proprietary use of
card issuer and may include the CVV, the PIN Verification Value (PVV), or
the PIN Verification Key Indicator. PVV is a 5-digit length field required by
MasterCard and VISA. Finally, the end sentinel (ES) “?” and the Longitude
Redundancy Check (LRC) of 1 character long appear.

Data in Track 2 is shorter, as depicted in Figure 2(b). Track 2 format was
established by the American Bankers Association and uses a BCD codification
of 4 bits of data plus 1 odd parity bit per character. After the SS (a “;” in this
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case), the PAN appears. In this format, the character of FS is “=”. Before ED,
it may appear the CC if PAN starts with 59 (MasterCard cards). As before,
ED and SC are mandatory for VISA and MasterCard cards; when unused, an
FS will be in place. After these fields, DD appears. The ES character is “?” in
this case. Finally, LRC closes Track 2 data.

3.3 Chip Cards

Chip cards, also known as Chip-and-PIN or EMV cards, are the most common
credit/debit cards deployed in the EU. Unlike the US, plastic payments in the
EU using magnetic stripe are extremely rare. Chip cards were introduced by
EMV (stands for Europay, MasterCard and Visa) as a way to authenticate
chip-card transactions and minimize the magnetic stripe card counterfeiting
fraud. This technology increases the difficulty to replicate the card data, mak-
ing much harder for criminals to successfully profit from stolen cards.

Unlike magnetic stripe cards, every time an EMV card is used for payment,
the chip creates a unique transaction identification that cannot be used again.
Besides, instead of swiping the card, it is inserted in a terminal slot where some
processing is completed, while it asks for a PIN to authorize the transaction.
Thus, any transaction is theoretically authorized prior to charge the customer’s
bank account.

EMV currently leads the debit and credit card payments around Africa, the
Middle East, Canada, Latin America, the Caribbean, and Europe as reported
in last EMVCo 2014 report [13]. US adoption rate, however, is less than 8%.

EMV protocol presents numerous flaws as pointed out by many works in
the literature [1, 4, 5, 40, 41, 47]. PIN and card data can be eavesdropped in
EMV transactions by using a hacked terminal, a skimming terminal, or a cam-
era plus double-swipe, among other devices [1]. Similarly, EMV protocol lacks
for mechanisms to identify the authenticity of a POS terminal. Additionally,
the nonce required to uniquely identified transactions is predictable and gen-
erated by the POS terminal (that is, an unreliable party) [4, 5]. Furthermore,
EMV protocol (specification version 4) enabled to conduct transactions with-
out formally verifying the PIN, but creating physical evidences (i.e., receipts)
as being used, which in fact supposed a real problem for bank customers in
fraud disputes [40]. Solutions to improve this system and provide robust evi-
dences are proposed in [41]. These flaws of EMV protocol were proved using
formal analysis with F# and ProVerify in [47].

All these problems are argued as the basis for the late adoption in the
US [8]. Although there were exist plans for fully deployment of chip-and-PIN
cards at the end of 2015, skepticism to adopt EMV protocol in the US has
been recommended until it is demonstrated to be fully secure [5]. Nevertheless,
the (almost) 13 years of EMV deployed in the EU can serve as lessons learned
for the US [2].

Regarding PCI standards and EMV, let us remark that EMV was not
designed to protect the confidentiality of sensitive payment data, but as way
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to counterfeiting card payment fraud and thus, payment systems still should
comply with PCI/PA-DSS, as stated by PCI council in 2010 [44].

3.4 Contactless Cards

The last interface that enables communication with payment cards is based in
NFC technology. NFC is a bidirectional short-range (less than 10 cm) contact-
less communication technology operating in the 13.56 MHz spectrum, based
on two Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) standards. Namely, contactless
payment cards follow ISO-14443 [30] standard.

Among other applications, the cashless payment sector is where NFC gen-
erated more interest [38, 42]. EMV started to deploy contactless payment
cards since 2007, expecting NFC to become the major payment scheme in the
next years. Recent market research expect to reach more than 500 million of
NFC payment users by 2019 [32]. In our opinion, NFC is the natural evolu-
tion path of contactless payment methods. Contacless payments are limited
to small amounts (e.g., £10, 20e, or US$20). Bigger amounts need the cus-
tomer to introduce the PIN to validate the transaction. Similarly, the number
of consecutive contactless payments without PIN is limited.

NFC security is controversial. For instance, any NFC reader can com-
municate with a contacless card (that is, there is no identification of the
reader). When communication is established, the contactless track [48] of a
card transmits certain sensitive customer data. Data transmitted include the
PAN, cardholder’s name, card application ID (contained within the chip and
used to communicate with the card by a terminal), card type, and PIN try
left. Furthermore, a transaction history is returned. Since communication oc-
curs without knowledge of the cardholder and without checking the identity
of the reader, it supposes a high concern with respect to cardholder privacy.
Although NFC is based on a proximity concern that theoretically avoids to
read contacless cards in large distances, customer’s data may be easily har-
vested for commercial purposes when legitimately paying for good or services
in a POS terminal.

Moreover, NFC faces with other potential security threats such as eaves-
dropping, data modification (i.e., alteration, insertion, or destruction), and
relay attacks [7, 22, 23, 39]. Several solutions are proposed to minimize these
threats, such as cryptography, distance-bounding protocols, or even particular
EMV protocol modifications [17, 22, 23]. Regarding malicious software, mal-
ware that feature NFC is theoretically feasible [14, 46, 57] but at the moment
there exist no evidences of this kind of malware in-the-wild. However, given
the increasing trend of mobile devices with a built-in NFC chip and of mobile
malware [51], this situation may change before long.
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Fig. 3 Flowchart of stages of a POS RAM scrapping malware sample.

4 Features of POS RAM Scraping Malware

This section introduces our selected features of POS RAM scraping malware,
sketched in Figure 4. Recall that these malware aim at stealing customer’s
payment card data to exfiltrate them and thus perform payment card fraud
by several means [56].

In particular, Figure 3 depicts an flowchart of how POS RAM scraping
malware work. We mainly distinguish three stages: i) in Infection & persistence
stage, malware first gain access into a POS system by means of exploiting
vulnerabilities or using social-engineering tricks, and later may make itself
persistent in the POS system for long-term control and exfiltration. Persistence
is normally achieved in Windows OS writing registry keys to initiate malware
upon each OS execution; ii) in Process & data search stage, malicious activity
starts by retrieving the list of process on execution. Each process is then
discarded or selected (depending on the type of search performed). For each
selected process, its allocated memory is scrapped looking for memory patterns
that match card data format; iii) When found, the Exfiltration stage begins. In
this stage, those data are exfiltrated to the attacker by several means. We have
identified different features regarding each stage. In the following, we review
these features in detail.

Binary Protection

Malware are statically analyzed when the sample is not executed and all pos-
sible execution paths are explored; or dynamically, when the behavior of a
sample is analyzed by executing it and monitoring the interaction within its
environment (e.g., interaction with file system, registry, and network). Each
analysis method has, however, its strengthens and weaknesses [37].

The vast majority of anti-virus software relies on static binary analysis
(using signature-based techniques) to detect malware. Thus, a common way
to hamper analysis and thus classified a malicious software as benign software
is to obfuscate the binary code by using software packers, junk code, or other
protection mechanisms [6, 9, 15, 34, 43]. Similarly, a common way to bypass
dynamic analysis is to check whether an analysis environment is found. If so,
the malware perform no malicious activity or not execute at all. As protection
mechanisms, we distinguish between the following: obfuscation, time-driven,
tampering (e.g., using checksums mechanisms), VM execution, encryption (e.g.,
packed), time-driven (e.g., malicious activity is triggered based on time events
or at specific time); and anti-debugging (e.g., the sample incorporates code
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Fig. 4 Features of POS RAM scraping malware.
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to hamper dynamic analysis). Since the samples under analysis in this paper
mainly present some sort of encryption (namely, using software packers), we
consider only protected and unprotected as a coarse-grained feature of
selected samples.

Persistence

This category relates how malware operate to become persistent in the com-
promised machine [59] (i.e., to execute after each startup of the compromised
machine). Malware can persist by means of the Windows registry by creating
specific autorun keys. Similarly, it can persist as an OS service. In this case,
a registry key is also created but malware are executed as a service instead of
a normal process. In the same manner, malware are non-persistent when they
are not automatically executed after each startup.

Functionality

POS RAM scraping malware have bot functionality when communicate with
command-and-control (C&C) servers to receive orders/send responses (for in-
stance, to download and execute other malware, to update, or even to kill
itself); otherwise, they have standalone functionality (i.e., they only scan mem-
ory of processes to find out and exfiltrate sensitive card data).

Process Search Type

Once installed in the system, the malware collect all processes on execution.
Processes are then filtered to explore their allocated memory. The candidate
processes to be explored are chosen following different criteria: non-selective,
when all processes are explored indiscriminately, or selective, when only spe-
cific processes are taken. The list of selective processes can be optionally in
(that is, whitelisting) or optionally out (that is, blacklisting). To this regard,
the existence of whitelist-selective POS malware in a system may indicate a
previous knowledge of the system being attacked and hence, a high likelihood
of having a system under an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) attack.

Process Search Function Used

The Windows structure PROCESSENTRY32 describes an entry from a list of
processes residing in the system address space when a snapshot of processes
on execution was taken1. This structure is handled by some Windows API

1See https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms684839(v=vs.

85).aspx for details.

 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms684839(v=vs.85).aspx
 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms684839(v=vs.85).aspx
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functions to iterate on the list of processes. Examples of these APIs are
CreateToolhelp32Snapshot, EnumProcesses, or non-documented APIs as
ZwQuerySystemInformation. POS malware commonly use these APIs to han-
dle the list of processes on execution. Hence, a good indicator of malware be-
havior is to monitor the use of these functions. Instead of using those functions,
POS malware may use their ad-hoc functions as a way to thwart detection.

Scrapped Data

Sensitive data, as described in Section 3.2, are contained in Track 1 and Track
2. POS RAM scraping malware can look for either Track 1, Track 2, or both
data within the boundaries of a process memory.

Scrapped Method

The method to look for memory patterns that match Track 1 or Track 2 data
can be implemented by regular expressions or other code structures such as
byte-to-byte comparison loops. Some samples analyzed in this paper incorpo-
rate regular expressions as matching method, as described in Section 5.1.

Exfiltrated Data

Once POS RAM scraping malware detect sensitive data of interest, cybercrim-
inals need to exfiltrate those data from the system to commit fraud. These data
is exfiltrated as plain, encoded (e.g., using algorithms such as base32, base64,
or base85, among others), or ciphered text. Cybercriminals tend to ciphering
to avoid detection performed by network monitoring tools.

Exfiltration Method

Different exfiltration methods have been observed. There exist POS malware
that perform a host-based exfiltration instead of connecting to a C&C server.
That is, they dump scrapped data into specific files in the own disk of the
compromised system, into shared network folders, or directly into specific USB
devices. The latter case indicates the attacker somehow has physical access to
the compromised system. Other POS malware connect through the Internet
by different means to complete the data extraction. To this regard, we have
observed HTTP(S) GET/POST requests, FTP requests, and DNS requests,
among others.
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Exfiltration Connection

We have also distinguished the connection performed (if any) to exfiltrate the
sensitive data. Thus, exfiltration connection can be anonymous when using
TOR network or non-anonymous otherwise. Up to date and to the best of
our knowledge, only two samples of different malware families connect to the
Internet anonymously.

5 Classification of Malware Samples and Discussions

In this section, we review a (non-exhaustive) list of POS malware families
according to our selected features. We collected a total set of 144 malware
samples that target Windows-based POS systems from a private malware
repository, research forums, and individual security researchers after review-
ing some industry reports [11, 25]. All these samples are available for freely
downloading at http://webdiis.unizar.es/~ricardo/pos-ram-scraping-
malware-samples.

We upload each sample to VirusTotal (VT) website, which automatically
checks the submitted file using anti-virus engines from multiple software ven-
dors. For each malware family, we selected the sample with highest detection
ratio in VT as the most representative sample of the family. We assume that
the more number of anti-virus engines detect a sample, the more indicators
of malicious behavior a sample includes. Then, we classify individual samples
of each POS RAM scraping malware family considered in this paper. As fu-
ture work, we aim at further studying samples deeply regarding their code
morphology to determine whether characterization of a single instance can be
extrapolated to characterize the malware family.

Table 1 shows the MD5 hash of the selected sample and its VT detection
ratio (in January 14, 2016) of malware families considered in this paper, or-
dered by discovery date. We divided each year in quarters since it is difficult to
determine a concrete discovery date. Each of those selected samples are stati-
cally analyzed in a virtual machine running Windows 7 Professional SP1 using
reverse engineering tools such as radare2, PEiD, and IDA Pro disassembler.
Dynamic analysis is carried out using a web service that runs a well-known
dynamic malware analysis tool (namely, Cuckoo Sandbox). In some doubtful
cases, we have performed a dynamic analysis using OllyDBG. Furthermore, we
have also verified the presence of regular expressions in all malware samples
collected.

We first discuss malware evolution, according to types of persistence, and
then we classify each sample, according to the three stages of its malicious
activity (infection & persistence, process & data search, and exfiltration).

http://webdiis.unizar.es/~ricardo/pos-ram-scraping-malware-samples
http://webdiis.unizar.es/~ricardo/pos-ram-scraping-malware-samples
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Malware family Other names Discovery date Selected sample VT ratio
rdasrv 2011 (Q4) 516cef2625a822a253b89b9ef523ba37 47 out of 52
ALINA 2012 (Q4) 1efeb85c8ec2c07dc0517ccca7e8d743 46 out of 55
Dexter 2012 (Q4) 70feec581cd97454a74a0d7c1d3183d1 50 out of 54

vSkimmer 2013 (Q1) dae375687c520e06cb159887a37141bf 48 out of 55
BlackPOS KAPTOXA, Reedum 2013 (Q2) d9cc74f36ff173343c6c7e9b4db228cd 45 out of 52
FYSNA Chewbacca 2013 (Q4) 21f8b9d9a6fa3a0cd3a3f0644636bf09 47 out of 55

Decebal 2014 (Q1) d870d85e89f3596a016fdd393f5a8b39 41 out of 55
JackPOS 2014 (Q1) 75990dde85fa2722771bac1784447f39 41 out of 52
Soraya 2014 (Q2) 1483d0682f72dfefff522ac726d22256 43 out of 55
BackOff PoSeidon, FindPOS 2014 (Q3) 17e1173f6fc7e920405f8dbde8c9ecac 49 out of 56
BrutPOS 2014 (Q3) 95b13cd79621931288bd8a8614c8483f 42 out of 53

FrameworkPOS BlackPOS v2 2014 (Q3) b57c5b49dab6bbd9f4c464d396414685 45 out of 56
GetmypassPOS 2014 (Q4) 1d8fd13c890060464019c0f07b928b1a 35 out of 56

LusyPOS 2014 (Q4) bc7bf2584e3b039155265642268c94c7 47 out of 56
LogPOS 2015 (Q1) af13e7583ed1b27c4ae219e344a37e2b 44 out of 56
Punkey 2015 (Q2) b1fe4120e3b38784f9fe57f6bb154517 44 out of 56

FighterPOS 2015 (Q2) b0416d389b0b59776fe4c4ddeb407239 43 out of 57
NitlovePOS 2015 (Q2) 6cdd93dcb1c54a4e2b036d2e13b51216 47 out of 56
MalumPOS 2015 (Q2) acdd2cffc40d73fdc11eb38954348612 36 out of 56

BernhardPOS 2015 (Q3) e49820ef02ba5308ff84e4c8c12e7c3d 43 out of 56
GamaPOS 2015 (Q3) 58e5dd98015164b40de533e379ed6ac8 43 out of 55

AbbaddonPOS 2015 (Q4) 46810f106dbaaff5c3c701c71aa16ee9 39 out of 56

Table 1 List of POS RAM scraping malware samples selected.
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Fig. 5 Evolution of POS RAM scraping malware from 2009 to 2015.

5.1 Discussion

5.1.1 On Evolution

First, we discuss the evolution of this kind of malware. Regarding discovery
date, a rapidly increasing of POS RAM scraping malware families is observed.
Malware developers usually deploy their samples in Windows-based environ-
ments [33] and hence, to get advantage of this knowledge in the domain of POS
systems is easy since almost 88% of them are based on Windows (in different
flavors) [3].
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Fig. 6 Categorization of POS RAM scrapping malware samples based on binary protection,
persistence method, and functionality.

Figure 5 depicts the evolution of POS RAM scraping malware from 2009
to 2015, according to the type of persistence. It is remarkable that at least
two new POS RAM scraping malware families appear per year from 2012
onwards, in case of registry-based persistence. Similarly, it also noticeable that
malware using other types of persistence starts appearing from 2014 onwards.
We believe that the number of those samples, specially using service-based
persistence, will start increasing in the following years.

5.1.2 On Infection and Persistence

Figure 6 depicts a classification of samples of POS RAM scraping malware
families based on binary protection, persistence method, and functionality.

First, we discuss the protection mechanisms. As tools, we have used PEiD
and RDG Packer Detector, since we aim at knowing the compiler or the packer
used in the binary. Although nowadays malware are typically deployed using
some sort of protection mechanism as an attempt to evade detection [21, 61],
only 5 out of 22 malware families analyzed present some sort of protection (that
is, packing). We observe the use of UPX (a well-known packer) and of a custom
packer. Most of samples analyzed are developed with C++ or Delphi. GamaPOS
is the first POS malware seen in-the-wild developed with .NET framework. We
believe the number of incidents targeting POS system will follow this trend,
increasing in the years to come. Similarly, we believe malware samples will
be distributed in complex obfuscation forms such as custom packers, as well
as adding advanced anti-analysis tricks (we detected only 3 families with this
kind of tricks at the moment).

Regarding persistence, most of samples present registry-based persistence.
Surprisingly, 3 malware families present no persistence mechanism. This fact
indicate that these samples could be executed as second (or further) stage
of other attacks. Only 6 families use a service-based persistence. Note that
service-based persistence increases the difficulty to detect strange activity pro-
cess, since Windows services are running in background (normally as an in-
stance of the svchost.exe) and not interacting with the desktop. An interest-
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Fig. 7 Categorization of POS RAM scrapping malware samples based on process search,
scrapped data, and scrapped method.

ing persistence behavior is shown by NitlovePOS sample, since it uses NTFS
alternate data streams to hide into the system.

Regarding functionality, almost half of malware families incorporate
botnet-based functionality. To this regard, it is worth mentioning GamaPOS

that is indeed part of the Andromeda botnet [62].
We believe the number of POS malware with bot functionality, pro-

tected, and service-based persistence (or using other anti-forensic techniques
as NitlovePOS does) will increase in the future, since these features allow to
easily maintain control of a compromised machine installing updates or other
pieces of malware such as keyloggers, to hamper reverse engineering analysis,
and to stay longer undetected into the compromised system. Hence, to keep
software updated and to deploy intrusion-detection systems may help to detect
and mitigate these threats.

5.1.3 On Process and Data Search

Figure 7 depicts a classification of samples of POS RAM scraping malware
families, based on process search, scrapped data, and scrapped method.

Regarding process search, most of the samples use a blacklist approach
to search processes of interest. AbbaddonPOS behaves differently, since it only
excludes itself from memory processing. Only 3 malware samples perform a
search focused on particular processes and with interest in both tracks, using
different scrapped methods. The same number performs a non-selective process
search.

Surprisingly, all malware samples considered in this paper use Win-
dows APIs to collect the list of running processes. Most of them use
CreateToolhelp32Snapshot function, while others use EnumProcesses. Only
one sample uses the not so-common ZwQuerySystemInformation function to
this aim (namely, BernhardPOS. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that all samples
included in this paper, but LogPOS and BernhardPOS, use the same approach:
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first, they iterate on the running processes; then, processes of interest are
opened as a handle; and finally, they read the mapped memory of each pro-
cess (normally by memory chunks of specific size). LogPOS and BernhardPOS

perform in a different manner since the function to read and scrap the memory
is directly injected to each process independently. That is, the search function
is performed from the own process’ memory space. We believe this search is
performed in this way to avoid detection of process monitoring tools. To over-
come the use of these APIs for process listing, malware require to dispose a
rootkit or driver functionality to easily scrape every memory page currently
mapped in the system. At the moment, and to the best of our knowledge,
there exists no POS RAM scraping malware family with this functionality –
however, we expect to discover them before long.

Regarding scrapped data, most of the samples use custom algorithms to
look for data matching card data patterns. Note that these methods may
produce a high number of false positives. To this regard, it is worth men-
tioning some samples include a custom implementation of Luhn algorithm,
which is the checksum formula used to validate credit card numbers specified
in ISO/IEC 7812-1 [31]. Namely, these samples are Dexter, Decebal, Soraya,
BernhardPOS, BrutPOS, GetmypassPOS, LogPOS, Punkey, and AbbaddonPOS.

Finally, data of interest are either both tracks or only Track 2. That is, no
malware look for only Track 1 data. Most of the malware samples, indeed, look
for both tracks (upper-side in Figure 7). Regular expressions are only found
in samples of the earliest discovered malware families (with the exception
of MalumPOS). The reason behind this is obvious, since regular expressions
are hardcoded into the file, and then they are very easy to find. Thus, a
binary that incorporates regular expressions hardcoded is rapidly detected
as malware. Figures 8 and 9 show the regular expressions found on some of
the samples analyzed (namely, in rdasrv samples). The regular expression of
Figure 8 matches Track 1 of cards with expiration date ranging from 2007 to
2015. Similarly, the expression of Figure 9 matches Track 2 of cards whose
first PAN number is between 3 to 9 (e.g., VISA, MasterCard, or JCB payment
cards, among others) and expiring between 2011 to 2015.

In our opinion, the number of samples doing a blacklist search and using
custom methods for scrapping data will keep increasing in the future, since
these methods allow to attack indiscriminately to any system and to have a
low likelihood of detection by static signature methods. Similarly, the interest
in both tracks will also prevail since the likelihood to perform a successful
fraud is increased.

Let us also remark that a good defense method against these malware is
to monitor the APIs for process listing. Given that malware need rootkit or
driver functionality to avoid the use of these functions, to deploy monitoring
software of these APIs would increase the likelihood detection of POS RAM
scraping malware.
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Fig. 8 Regular expression found hardcoded in binary data of some malware samples to
match Track 1 data. Group #3 ranges expiration date scrapped (from 2007 to 2015, in this
case).

Fig. 9 Regular expression found hardcoded in binary data of some malware samples. Valid
for Track 2 data having first PAN digit ranging from 3 to 9 and expiration date between
2011 to 2019 (group #2).

5.1.4 On Exfiltration

Figure 10 depicts a classification of samples of POS RAM scraping malware
families, based on how data are exfiltrated and the exfiltration communication.

Almost all samples exfiltrate scrapped data encoded or/and ciphered to
avoid network packet-level detection algorithms. Regarding exfiltration meth-
ods, they commonly use HTTP POST to specific servers (normally hard-
coded into the binary code) to exfiltrate sensitive data. Only 3 samples gen-
erate a file inside the compromised machine with the scrapped data. That is,
they need other ways to exfiltrate them. These samples are, namely, rdasrv,
GetmypassPOS, and MalumPOS. Of course, other variants of these families may
implement alternative exfiltration methods. Other strange exfiltration meth-
ods observed in this study include the use of DNS requests or the use of spe-
cific volume names in USB drives, such as vSkimmer does. The latter method
clearly indicates that the attacker has physical access into the machine. To
this regard, it is worth also mentioning AbbaddonPOS, which implements an
own protocol for exfiltration.
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Fig. 10 Categorization of POS RAM scrapping malware samples based on exfiltration.

Finally, most of samples use a non-anonymous connection to a server where
data are exfiltrated, which makes easier to track the attacker, identify the ori-
gin, and take down the infrastructure of the attacker. Surprisingly, two samples
use an anonymous connection using TOR network. In this case, the task to
track, identify, and take down the infrastructure becomes almost impossible.

Unfortunately, we believe the use of TOR-based communication will be-
come a common feature of future POS RAM scraping malware. The deploy-
ment of network-monitoring tools to detect and prevent anonymous connec-
tions may help to mitigate these threats.

Our findings show that few malware families behave exactly equal during
all stages. Otherwise, some samples would be attributed to a single family
instead of to different ones. Some features stand out as the most used by this
kind of malware, such as registry-based persistence, searching process based
on blacklist, seeking data using custom match functions that comply with
both Track 1 and Track 2 data format, and communicating throughout non-
anonymous channels to exfiltrate non-ciphered but encoded data. As future
work, we aim at analyzing the collected samples in more detail to discover
relationship among families. Metrics as binary-code reusing and behavioral
patterns based on call-graph approaches may help us also to fulfill this goal.

6 Related Work

Several taxonomies have been proposed aimed at specific malware types. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a comprehensive
classification of POS RAM scraping malware according to their behavior. In
the following, we review some of these other taxonomies. A taxonomy of com-
puter worms, a kind of malware that self-propagate through a network, was
presented in [60]. Similarly, in [36] a taxonomy of advanced persistent threats
was proposed. A taxonomy of a kind of malware that detect when are being
analyzed and then behave in a non-malicious manner was presented in [35].
A taxonomy of botnet structures based on their utility to the botmaster was
proposed in [10]. Likewise, a taxonomy of software packers (normally employed
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to obfuscate malware when deployed) based on their run-time complexity is
proposed in [55].

Regarding POS systems vulnerabilities, solutions such as real-time moni-
toring to detect anomalies using invariant mining techniques or fault injection
testing have been proposed [49]. In [50], a deep analysis of POS system secu-
rity was performed and solutions to improve their security were provided. For
instance, to use a firewall, to restrict POS terminals to operate with least priv-
ileges as needed, and to harden the OS within the POS system were proposed,
among other recommendations.

In [24], a tool was proposed to automatically identify the credit card data
flow in commercial payment systems running on cloud-based servers by in-
specting data at network level (a kind of data scraping). Lastly, it is worth
mentioning [18] that provided a security analysis of different audio-magnetic
strip readers. The authors showed how a crafted mobile application might
access to cardholder data from these devices.

7 Conclusions

Connected POS systems are becoming the preferred target for cybercriminals.
When customers pay merchants for food or services, their sensitive payment
card data are maintained in different locations, from where data may be re-
trieved and exfiltrated to commit fraud. Nowadays, RAM scraping is the major
threat that connected POS systems face to. Thus, cybercriminals craft pieces
of malware to scan memory of processes being executed on these systems, to
search payment-related data and to exfiltrate these data through the system
boundaries. Most of the largest data breach occurred in last years to US com-
panies (such as Target, Home Depot, or Staples) were caused by malware that
feature RAM scraping into POS systems.

In this paper, we studied the evolution of POS RAM scraping malware
and extracted their features based on how they behave in a POS system when
looking for card data that stay in memory. In particular, we considered three
different stages of behavior: infection and persistence, process and card data
search, and data exfiltration. We reviewed and classified samples of 22 well-
known POS RAM scraping malware families according to these features. Our
results shown that evolution of these malware is still immature: few families use
techniques to avoid static or dynamic malware analysis (e..g, software pack-
ing, code obfuscation, or analysis awareness tricks) and they still use detectable
methods for persistence (most of them use a registry-based persistence), pro-
cess and data search (using blacklist search and with interest of both Track 1
and Track 2 card data), and data exfiltration (using non-anonymous channels
and encoded data). We found that only two samples of different malware fam-
ilies communicate through the TOR anonymous network, which may thwart
to take fraud criminal activity down timely.

As future work, we would like to analyze a larger set of samples of these
families to identify similarities between them, thus finding out relationships
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among families. Similarly and based on a more fine-grained behavioral anal-
ysis, we aim at detecting new samples of these families and better classifying
existing ones. We also aim at studying other kind of POS malware that target
data in transit or data in rest in POS systems. Other features are also con-
sidered to be included, such as code morphology that may help to determine
whether specific results in analysis of a sample of a given malware family are
extensible to the malware family.
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